Replacing standard sim card with micro sim card

As a customer of Wilson Tracking you are currently using a GL300 Tracker, GL200 Tracker, or a Patrolman Tracker. These three trackers use a standard sim card to communicate on the cellular network. You have chosen to purchase either the WT2G tracker or the Queclink GL300 Tracker. Below you will find instruction on which tracker you have purchased and how to insert your current sim card into the new tracker.

To use your current sim card in the new WT2G tracker remove the sim card from your current tracker: **MAKE SURE YOUR TRACKER IS TURNED OFF BEFORE REMOVING OR INSERTING A SIM CARD IN THE TRACKER.**

1. If you have a patrolman or GL200 it is on the side and labeled "SIM". Simply push in on the card and it will pop out.
2. If you have a GL300 it is held in a tray with two small screws on the side.

Wilson Tracking uses a standard sim card with a micro sim snapped into it. (See Below)

3. To use the sim card in the new WT2G tracker simply push on the micro sim card and it will snap out of the standard housing. (keep your housing for future use)
4. There is a plate on the side of the WT2G tracker that must be taken off and you can then insert the micro sim in the slot under the cover, replace the plate and screws. **DO NOT FORCE** the card in the tracker as it will only go in and seat **one way**! The sim portion of the card (shiny gold surface) faces away from the front of the tracker (SOS) and the beveled side goes in the tracker first. Replace the cover and screws once seated. Turn your tracker on and make sure it is facing the sky and outside for at least 5 minutes.